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Happy holidays from Nixa Public Schools to your home! We are thankful for the
support the students and staff receive from the community.

This fall we started the school year once again with a record number of students.
We are now over 6,700 students and our district continues to have sustained
growth every year. 

As our community grows, we are finding new ways to accommodate that growth.
Additions and renovations to the high school are nearing completion. The
performing arts hallway is nearing completion so the band, choir, and theatre will
be able to move back to their classrooms.

As the majority of our buildings approach being 20+ years of age, we are looking
at ways to improve them as we prepare to accommodate additional students. This
will help keep our buildings in top condition.  We need to make sure we are taking
care of them as they age with new roofs, heating and air system updates, and
identifying ways to add on to them so we have more space and can keep our
students safe and sound.

For example, the new Espy Elementary gymnasium addition has been completed.
This provides Espy with another gymnasium for physical education and a storm
shelter for the students and staff should inclement weather occur during the
school day.

I wanted to congratulate Nixa High School, which was named a National Blue
Ribbon School for the second time. Earning a National Blue Ribbon is the highest
honor in the nation a school can receive.  Thank you not only to our Nixa High
School teachers, staff, and students for putting in the hard work it takes to receive
such an accomplishment, but also all of our teachers and staff for laying the
foundation for our students to find success at the high school.

We are excited to open the Aetos Center for the Performing Arts. Aetos is going
to showcase the wonderful skills of our students through concerts and theatre
shows. We also have an exciting lineup of national shows, including the grand
opening show Mike Super: Magic and Illusion. Aetos will give new opportunities for
our students to learn as well as be a center for the performing arts that our region
can enjoy. 

As we continue to evolve our offerings for our students, we are also looking at
expanding our activities, athletics, and clubs. This will create well-rounded
opportunities for all of our students. 

As we enter a season of thankfulness, please make sure to thank a Nixa employee
for what they do for the education and support of our students.  And, we as a
district say thank you to our community for your continued support that helps us
to continue to make Nixa a special place to live, work, and learn.
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higher success, stating, “This
achievement represents not only the
work of Nixa High School but also the
entire school district as all of our
teachers and staff prepare our students
for their success at Nixa High School.
The foundation laid by all our schools
means our students are set up for
academic excellence at the high school." 

With nearly 2,000 students, 100+
teachers, and countless supporting staff
members, it is no wonder Nixa High
School functions as a small town during
the school year. Every “citizen” of Nixa
High plays a small role in its success;
from graduates pursuing post-secondary
education to teachers encouraging their
students to reach for a bigger and
brighter future, Nixa High School’s
mission is to empower student success.

United States Secretary of Education
Miguel Cardona congratulated Nixa High
School and the rest of the 297 schools in
the nation as a 2022 National Blue
Ribbon School.

“I applaud all the honorees for the 2022
National Blue Ribbon Schools Award for
creating vibrant, welcoming, and
affirming school communities where
students can learn, grow, reach their
potential, and achieve their dreams,” 

Nixa High School was recognized as a
2022 National Blue Ribbon School,
marking this the second time in a decade.
The National Blue Ribbon Schools award
honors public and private elementary,
middle, and high schools where students
perform at very high levels or where
significant improvements are being made
in students' levels of achievement. It has
been referred to as the "Oscar" of school
awards and is the highest honor in the
nation a school can receive. This
recognition means Nixa High School is
among Missouri's, and the nation's,
highest-performing schools. Nixa was
one of eight schools in the state of
Missouri to win this award this year, and
one of only 10 high schools in Missouri to
win this national award twice since it
started in 1982.

Dr. Gearl Loden, Nixa Schools’
superintendent, credits the district as a
whole for preparing its students for 
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Nixa High School

By: Morgan Ralls

2022 National2022 National  
Blue RibbonBlue Ribbon

said Cardona, and he continued on his
congratulations of Blue Ribbon
Schools by saying, “As our country
continues to recover from the
pandemic, we know that our future
will only be as strong as the education
we provide to all of our children. 
Blue Ribbon Schools have gone above
and beyond to keep students healthy
and safe while meeting their
academic, social, emotional, and
mental health needs. These schools
show what is possible to make an
enduring, positive difference in
students’ lives.”

With 16 advanced placement courses,
20 different dual enrollment courses,
24 career and technical education
programs through Ozark Technical
Community College (OTC), and
apprentice programs through Greater
Ozarks Center for Advanced
Professional Studies (GOCAPS), 

Photo Credit: Dee Albers Photography
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each student can find something they are passionate about
by the time they leave Nixa High School. On October 14,
Nixa High School hosted a Blue Ribbon celebration for its
students and staff. Dr. Margie Vandeven, the Missouri
Commissioner of Education, recognized Nixa High School
with the award. “Thank you, teachers, thank you leaders and
administrators of this school. You can’t have a great school
without community support. This partnership is what makes
this happen,” said Dr. Vandeven.

Dr. David Kelly, principal, and Linda Daugherty, school board
president also congratulated students on their dedication to
their education. 

Dr. Kelly spoke directly to the students, saying, “This award
is not possible without your willingness to show up every day
ready to learn. We are blessed to have each and every one of
you.” 

Daughtery spoke of the district and its students with
enthusiasm. “This achievement is not something that can be
accomplished in four years,” Daughtery said. “It is an
achievement that shows just how great our pre-K through
12th-grade education is in Nixa. Each and every grade lays
the foundation for our students to find success both in
school and in their post-education endeavors.” 

Daughtery then turned to speak directly to the student body,
saying, “Thank you Nixa students for your hard work
representing us across the state and nation with your many
accomplishments. We love to showcase your
accomplishments, and we love it when the entire nation can
look at the great things you have accomplished.”
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By John GrayP L A N N I N G  F O R  F U T U R E  G R O W T H
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Nixa Public Schools has seen many things over its long and
storied history, but, over the past 20+ years, one word
dominates them all: growth. The district has plans, both long-
term and short-term, to take everything, and everyone, into
the future while providing facilities and opportunities that
allow for maximized learning and safety. 

Part of taking the school district into the future is examining
the status of the current buildings, and see what we can
expand upon to house projected population growth.

A comprehensive study has been conducted on all current
buildings in the district to see how the district can expand
them with the current resources available.

The "newest" buildings in the district are over 10 years old,
the high school is over 20, and others are over 30.

Just like homes need regular upkeep after a certain number of
years, the school buildings are the same.  Some buildings
need roofs and floors replaced and others need new air
conditioning systems.

If the district doesn't address and fix the needs with the
buildings, the bill will be much higher the longer the district
waits.

Due to building costs, inflation, and issues with the current
supply chain, the district is dedicated to looking at existing
structures and buildings in various ways.

Over 50% of respondents in the parent survey agreed that
Nixa should keep one high school. Then around 84% said that
the district should take steps to plan for future growth by
expanding buildings ahead of time to prepare for future
growth.

When looking at costs, the cost to build a new elementary
would be more than it cost to build the high school in late
1990's.  And, the recurring costs of a new elementary would
make it cost prohibitive as well.  So, the best plan will be to
expand current buildings.

What does that look like? It comes in the form of additional
gyms, cafeterias, and support facilities at multiple campuses. 

Parking and student pickup is another area of expansion the
district is evaluating.  Schools like Espy and JTSD need more
room for traffic.  And, the high school needs more parking to
handle the weekly events in addition to spaces just to
accommodate student parking.

The district has been following a demographic study which
showed that the actual growth was higher than what was
originally expected.

In response to that, the district brought classroom trailers for
students at High Pointe Elementary to accommodate the
growth. 

The district is updating its demographic study to help better
predict future growth.

If the growth of the community, which the school district has
little control over, continues outside of projected numbers,
the practice to use trailers will continue until additional
classrooms can be added at the schools to accommodate the
expanding number of students. 

The district realizes that with continued growth, athletic
teams and other programs will be filled to capacity. With this
in mind, the district plans to offer intramural sports to give
students the opportunity to be involved in their passions.

The district will also look at ways to expand extracurricular
activities to offer students some activity to be a part of.  The
district is focused on finding areas that will help engage the
students currently not involved in any extracurricular
activities.

The district is committed to providing the community with
plans for plans for necessary additions, renovations, repairs,
and improvements for the betterment of the students.  

Look for updates as the district makes more specific plans on
how to plan for the coming growth.

by John Gray
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EXCELLENCE
IN ACTION
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Highlighting the successes around the district

Nixa Journalism Wingspan
students earned an
international First Place award
from the Quill & Scroll, an
international honor society for
student journalists. The award
was for work published during
the 2021-22 school year.

JOURNALISM WINS INTERNATIONAL
FIRST PLACE AWARD

Twenty-three Nixa High School Band students earned chairs in the South Central District
Honor and Concert Bands. This is a tremendous achievement for these students, who
competed against more than 550 other band students from 42 area high schools. 

Students who earn chairs in the District Honor Band or the top two chairs of the District
Concert Band are eligible to audition for the Missouri All-State Band in December.

TWENTY-THREE NIXA HIGH SCHOOL BAND STUDENTS EARNED CHAIRS IN THE SOUTH
CENTRAL DISTRICT HONOR & CONCERT BANDS

EAGLE EXPRESS | FALL 2022

Congratulations to Dr.
Allison Fleetwood, who was 
 named one of DESE's
(Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education)
finalists for Missouri
Teacher of the Year.

DR. FLEETWOOD NAMED ONE OF
DESE'S FINALISTS FOR MISSOURI

TEACHER OF THE YEAR

NIXA HIGH ACADEMIC TEAM WINS
1ST AND 3RD AT TOURNAMENT

The varsity academic teams at
Nixa High School placed 1st and
the junior varsity team placed 3rd
overall at the Republic
tournament. Alex Rapp won 1st in
point accumulation for varsity
and Peerawich Karnprasertkij
won 3rd for junior varsity.

DR. KELLY NAMED OUTSTANDING
ADMINISTRATOR

Dr. David Kelly was honored at
the 2022 STAM Conference for
receiving the Speech and
Theatre Association of Missouri
"Outstanding Administrator
Award."
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Thirteen Nixa students attended the Missouri University Choral
Invitational. Two students participated in the “Outstanding
Singer Competition.” Charles Speake was awarded first place in
the tenor/bass division. Alyssa Schmidly was acknowledged as
one of the two honorable mentions for the soprano/alto
division.

NIXA CHOIR ATTENDED THE MU CHORAL INVITATIONAL, SPEAKE WINS FIRST PLACE
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Nixa High School junior J Perry was elected to
the 2022-2023 Missouri State Thespian Board.
Four students are elected as State Thespian
Officers to represent over 190 thespian
troupes in Missouri. This marks the first time a
Nixa student has been elected to the board.

J PERRY NAMED MISSOURI
STATE THESPIAN OFFICER

Nixa High School students
participated in the first speech
and debate tournament of the
reason in Willard. Anood Faiz,
Alex Rapp, Glennis Woosely,
and Will Beadle all made it to
semifinals in their respected
categories.

NIXA HIGH SPEECH & DEBATE
TEAM COMPETES AT WILLARD

Seniors Emma Conrad
and Gracia Stearns were
named as semifinalists
in the National Merit
Scholarship Program.

TWO SENIORS NAMED NATIONAL MERIT
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM SEMIFINALISTS

Dr. Josh Chastain was selected for the Springfield
Business Journal's 2022 “Men of the Year” award.
The award recognizes the professional,
philanthropic, and civic contributions of
businessmen throughout the Springfield region.

DR. JOSH CHASTAIN SELECTED
FOR MEN OF THE YEAR
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HIGH SCHOOL ART STUDENTS HELPED PAINT THE NEW
MURAL ON MAIN STREET

Nixa High art students worked with the Nixa Arts Council and the Downtown Revitalization
Committee to paint a mural on the north wall of Morning Day Cafe. High school art teacher
Megan Johnson's students worked with local artists to paint a new mural to welcome
everyone to Nixa.  

Nixa LIVE Production, which broadcasts Nixa sporting events, received two Honorable
Mention Awards from The National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences Mid-America
Chapter's Student Production Awards for their Nixa at Joplin Football Production and Nixa
vs. Republic Basketball Production. 

NIXA LIVE PRODUCTION RECEIVED TWO HONORABLE
MENTION AWARDS FROM THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
TELEVISION ARTS & SCIENCES

Nixa High School's math team competed at the Math League Contest held at Ozark
Technical College. Matthew Morris, Zoey Walker, Glennis Woosley, Eli Zsiga, Angela Lee,
Colin Cash, and Alexa Gaunt all qualified for state. 

SEVEN HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS QUALIFIED FOR STATE AT
THE MATH LEAGUE CONTEST

NIXA "CANNED THE TIGERS" AND RAISED 102,875 POUNDS
OF FOOD

Nixa “Canned the Tigers” and raised a total of 102,875 pounds of food for  Least of These,
Inc. Nixa raised 89,653 more pounds of food for Least of These Inc. than Ozark Schools. Nixa
has now "Canned the Tigers" three years in a row.
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N I X A

I N S I D E  N I X A
P R I C E  C U T T E R

NINE NIXA JUNIOR HIGH CHOIR STUDENTS PREFORMED IN
THE MCDA ALL-STATE CHOIR

T E A M
S T O R E

Nine Nixa Junior High choir students were selected to
perform in the 7th and 8th grade Missouri Choral
Directors’ Association (MCDA) All-State Choir. They
sang with over one hundred of the best 7th and 8th
grade singers in the state.

39 NIXA HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR STUDENTS SELECTED FOR
SOUTH CENTRAL DISTRICT HONOR CHOIR

Thirty-nine students were selected by blind
audition for this year's South Central
District Honor Choir, which is held in
November. Fifty students in each voice part
are chosen from the entire District. Nixa
had 11 juniors and seniors who made the
Top 25 in their voice part and will have the
opportunity to audition for the Missouri All-
State Choir.

NIXA CRIMSON CORPS WON OVER 20 AWARDS THIS
COMPETITIVE SEASON

The Nixa Crimson Corps participated in the Bands of America Super Regional in St Louis on
October 15, 2022. The event featured 62 bands from 10 different states. Nixa earned 20th
overall with an I rating and placed 5th out of the 26 Missouri bands in attendance. The band
concludes their competitive season with over 20 awards from the four contests they
attended, including 1st place at Ozarko. This is the 6th year in a row that Nixa has been the
highest-placed band in the Central Ozark Conference.

The special services department is evaluated for
paperwork and financial compliance every three
years by the Missouri Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education. The district's
submissions were 100% compliant. 

100% COMPLIANCE REVIEW
FOR NIXA SCHOOLS SPECIAL

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
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Arianna Zelenivskiy, an eighth-grade
student, knows the fast-paced routine by
now, saying, “When we first come in, we
have to go straight to get our aprons and
wash our hands. We then pull up our food
plan, which is our procedure of what
everyone is going to be doing, and then
we start cooking.”

To race against time, students prepare a
food plan before they can even touch the
oven. Kaplafka spends a few class periods
presenting their next lab. She talks about
what ingredients they will need, how to
buy and store their ingredients, their
nutritional value, and why they choose
the food they do. From there, students
craft their food plans, which establishes
what each student will do during their
cooking time.

Camden Berry, an eighth-grade student,
was their group’s sous-chef. “I gathered
all of the ingredients, wiped down all of
the counters, and pre-heated the oven,”
said Berry.

Like most students in Kaplafka’s class,
Berry was “skeptical” when he was first
introduced to the zucchini pizza lab. “I
don’t like zucchini,” Berry blatantly said,
“but I like it as a pizza.”

C O O K I N 'C O O K I N '   
What'sWhat's

at theat the  JUNIOR HIGH?!JUNIOR HIGH?!   
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By: Morgan Ralls Junior high class teaches real-life skillsJunior high class teaches real-life skills  
This school year was not just a new year,
but a new adventure for teacher Andrea
Kaplafka who wanted to tackle
something completely new: teaching
family and consumer sciences, or FACS
for short, from teaching english in the
previous years. From sewing and
cooking, to financial management, and
email etiquette, Kaplafka is teaching her
7th and 8th-grade FACS students
important life skills in her classroom. 

“Students have said ‘we aren’t learning
anything.’ They don’t realize they are
learning because they are having so much
fun,” Kaplafka continued, saying, “It’s
meaningful to see now that they don’t
realize this, and, in almost a full quarter,
how much they have learned.”

Students in Kaplafka’s FACS class
participated in a zucchini pizza lab:
students cut the zucchini, applied the
marinara sauce and mozzarella cheese,
threw them into the oven, and plated and
served their pizzas as a group… all in one
49-minute class period. 

Zelenivskiy felt the same way, saying,
“Before this, I didn’t really like zucchini
because it had no taste.” 

Even with everyone’s hesitation
toward their new meals, students
jumped to the new experience of
cooking. “Cooking is a really fun hobby
for me. I like to cook with my mom and
my sister,” Zelenivskiy said.

Students are finding themselves
experimenting with meals at home
with family, like Berry, who took
knowledge from his last omelet lab
home, saying, “I’ve already cooked
three omelets since our last lab.”

Even with students becoming more
confident in their cooking, students
like Berry were hesitant and unaware
of how this class would play out. He
joined the class in hopes to cook, not
knowing all of the other skills he would
soon learn.

“I thought it was just going to be about
cooking, which is the whole reason I
joined, because I’m always hungry, and
I wanted to learn how to cook more
than two things. And, now we get to
learn how to sew later 



in the year, which is what I’m excited
about,” said Berry.

Zelenivskiy, on the other hand, didn’t
originally sign up for FACS and was going
in completely blind to the experience. “I
got transferred from another elective, so I
didn’t know what it was about,” said
Zelenivskiy. “This class I think helps us a
lot to learn about cooking or about how to
be safe in the kitchen and how to not
cross contaminate and all types of
allergies and it helps you to be safe.”

Kaplafka has enjoyed her first year
teaching FACS seeing her students
pursuing her class so passionately. “I think
they’ve been pretty surprised how much
they end up enjoying it,” said Kaplafka.
“Kids that took it last year are not allowed
to repeat it this year and they’ve been
begging to try and get back in. They try
and sneak in during passing periods!” 

Kaplafka laughed and continued, saying,
“We’ve talked about life skills and in
general how you’re going to be working in

a restaurant, and you’re going to have to
talk to people and ask what’s going on,
and, if you make a mistake, you apologize
and start over."

Kaplafka is already excited about the
next few labs she has planned for her
students. Her students have already
completed the following labs: omelets,
chef’s choice eggs, lemonade, and
zucchini pizza. Additional lessons will
include walking tacos, fancy grilled
cheese, and cookies. 

On top of cooking labs, students will also
learn how to sew buttons, create their
ugly holiday sweaters, design a new
kitchen through their interior design
unit, and understand job interview
etiquette.
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By: Michael Slamb

MATHEWS FERRIS WHEELSMATHEWS FERRIS WHEELS
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Fourth graders at Mathews Elementary made their very own
Ferris wheels for their engineering unit. Building a Ferris
wheel was a five-step project. The five steps included
researching Ferris wheels, making their own blueprint
design, constructing the Ferris wheels, analyzing what
changes they had to make from their original designs, and
then students presented their findings to their classmates.

“We were working together to plan our engineering unit
plan, and we wanted something hands-on for them to build.
After brainstorming some ideas this idea was one we
thought the students would enjoy,” said Stephanie Smith, a
fourth-grade teacher. She was joined by Brandon Gaffney
and Cori Mulvenonin developing the project for their
students.

Students worked in small groups to collaborate together.
Classmates were helping each other to build their own
amusement park rides by lending a hand or popsicle sticks.
Emmitt Fields, a fourth-grade student, recalled how his team
traded for some of their materials with another team, “Half
of our popsicle sticks for a toilet paper roll.” 

Smith explained, “Our hope was that they would learn what
engineers do and the process they use to create new things.
We wanted them to learn to persevere by not giving up
when they were experiencing failure. Our overall goal was
for them to build a Ferris wheel that was able to rotate.”

CALLING ALL
CALLING ALL

SUPERHEROS
SUPERHEROS

Izaiah Fields, a fourth-grade student, emphasized, “If it leans
too much and there is too much weight on one side it will fall.
We also found out that if one spot doesn’t have equal sides or
one side has too much on it will fall apart.” Teams had to use
their materials wisely to make sure their Ferris wheels stayed
upright and rotated. 

Designers on their teams made sure that their Ferris wheels
looked amazing. Students used markers, highlighters, and
scissors to give their amusement park rides the finishing
touches. No Ferris wheel looked the same and all were given
their own statement design piece.
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The classrooms were buzzing with excitement while students were looking at each
other's Ferris wheels. Students were showing their classmates how their Ferris wheel
rotated and the offerings their little attraction offered including cotton candy, soda,
and other fun offerings made up of little marshmallows. 

Henley Harris, a fourth-grade student, said, “I had a good time building it and we were
the first team finished.”

The Ferris wheels each had their own style being made up of popsicle sticks, straws,
and other materials. Really showing how the sky's the limit to students' creativity
when taking on a new project. 

Smith elaborated by saying, “We loved watching our students succeed and being able
to overcome setbacks. It was exciting to watch them see their Ferris wheels come to
life. They learned so much more than how to become engineers during this project.
They learned about energy, force and motion, engineering, and more.”

K N O W I N G  W H E R E  T O  G O
D U R I N G  S E V E R E  W E A T H E R

M A T H E W S  E L E M E N T A R Y

I N M A N  I N T E R M E D I A T E

N I X A  J U N I O R  H I G H

N I X A  H I G H  S C H O O L

6 0 5  S .  G R E G G  R O A D ,  N I X A ,  M O  6 5 7 1 4
C A P A C I T Y :   1 , 2 0 0

1 3 0 0  N .  N I C H O L A S  R O A D ,  N I X A ,  M O  6 5 7 1 4
C A P A C I T Y :   1 , 2 0 0

2 0 5  N O R T H  S T R E E T ,  N I X A ,  M O  6 5 7 1 4
C A P A C I T Y :   2 , 1 0 0

C L O S E D  T O  P U B L I C
G O  T O  M A T H E W S  E L E M E N T A R Y

The decision whether to not have school in person for
the day, call a “Two-Hour Late Start” to school, dismiss
school early, or not call off school during inclement
weather or other situations is a difficult decision. The
decision involves consideration of multiple issues.

When a decision is made we will send out a notification
on the district app (if you have that option activated)
and a text alert (no more phone calls). The alerts will
go out prior to 10 p.m. the night before or after 5:00
a.m. if we are not having school in person or will have a
late start.  We hope these times will serve to inform
you while accommodating your schedules.  This will be
in addition to television, radio, website, Facebook, and
Twitter announcements.  If you do not receive an app
notification or text, we do encourage you to check the
other options.

To view the winter weather letter or to see more
information please go to
www.nixapublicschools.net/winter.
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Academic Hall of FameAcademic Hall of Fame

Michael Stowe is a 1991 graduate of Nixa High School.  He graduated from
Southwest Missouri State University (now MSU) with a bachelors and masters
in English and writing.

After graduating, he has worked as a college professor, a contributing editor,
and a technical writer. He has made a lasting impact on the students in his
courses and they still remember, even 10 years past having him as an
instructor.

He has won awards for his writing and his teaching.  And, outside of his normal
work, he has volunteered his time to work on web design, writing, and
consulting for colleagues, he is a nationally recognized dance instructor, and
has worked with the Telling Traditions project, and the Ozarks Writing Project.

M i c h a e l  S t o w e ,  C l a s s  o f  1 9 9 1
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D r .  B l a k e  R i c h t e r ,  C l a s s  o f  2 0 1 1
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After graduating from Nixa in 2011, Dr. Blake Richter graduated from Missouri
State University with his bachelors and masters and his doctorate from Evangel
University.

He has been recognized for his work in the classroom with numerous awards,
including Springfield Business Journal’s “40 Under 40” and a semifinalist for the
GRAMMY Music Educator Award in 2020. But, the biggest reward is the impact
he makes on the students in his classroom by giving them a safe space to be
themselves and explore their love of music and theater.

In his spare time, he runs Blake Richter Productions which specializes in video
production, audio engineering, photography, and music composition.

IF YOUR CHILD IS THREE OR FOUR BEFORE AUGUST 1,  2023,
THEY ARE ELIGIBLE FOR PRESCHOOL AT NIXA EARLY
CHILDHOOD DURING THE 2023-2024 SCHOOL YEAR.  

 

THE INTEREST LIST OPENS ON JANUARY 15,  2023, AND CAN BE FOUND AT
WWW.NIXAEARLYCHILDHOOD.NET. PLEASE ONLY ADD ELIGIBLE STUDENTS
TO THIS LIST; NAMES WILL NOT BE TRANSFERRED FROM PREVIOUS YEARS.

CURRENT NIXA EARLY CHILDHOOD STUDENTS DO NOT NEED TO BE ADDED TO
THIS LIST. FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING CLASS TIMES AND COSTS,

VISIT WWW.NIXAEARLYCHILDHOOD.NET

Early Childhood Interest ListEarly Childhood Interest ListEarly Childhood Interest List

Each year, Nixa is excited to honor graduates who have gone out into the world
after high school and found success and made a difference in their community by
inducting them into the Academic Hall of Fame.  The district honored the 2021
and 2022 inductees at the 2022 Gala. If you know of someone that should be
recognized, nominate that person for the Nixa Academic Hall of Fame at
www.nixaalumni.net.
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K a t h r y n  W a l l ,  C l a s s  o f  2 0 0 5
Kathryn Wall is a 2005 graduate of Nixa High School.  After graduating from
Nixa, she graduated from Missouri State University with a bachelors in print
journalism and a masters in public administration.

She has worked as a reporter for the Springfield News-Leader, and was a
recognizable face during the COVID-19 pandemic as the public health
information administrator for the Springfield-Greene County Health
Department.  She is currently the Director of Community Engagement for the
Breast Cancer Foundation of the Ozarks to help raise awareness and funds for
that organization.  She moved from saving lives during the pandemic to saving
lives through the breast cancer foundation.

She is a graduate of the Leadership Springfield Class 34 and was named one of
the Most Influential Women by the Springfield Business Journal in 2020.  During
her journalism career she was presented the Sigma Delta Chi Award, which is the
highest honor awarded by the Society of Professional Journalists.

B r i a n  S t e e l e ,  C l a s s  o f  1 9 9 0
Brian Steele is a leader in the Nixa community.  A 1990 graduate of Nixa High
School, he went on to graduate from Missouri State University and has gone on
to become a consultant owning his own firm located in Nixa.

His work in the community has been focused on making sure Nixa grows to be a
better place.  He has served or currently serves on the Nixa Chamber advisory
board, the Christian County Optimist Club, Show-Me Christian County, and Nixa
Community Foundation.

His leadership has been seen in his role as the mayor of Nixa and leading the
community through many turbulent times over the past several years.

For this work, he has been awarded the Nixa Chamber of Commerce - Chamber
Member of the Year, Springfield Business Journal’s 12 People you Need To Know,
Consultant of the Year, and the Keystone Award Winner for Innovation and
Excellence.

JTSD
Lottery

THE JOHN THOMAS SCHOOL OF DISCOVERY
(JTSD) LOTTERY WILL TAKE PLACE FROM 

JANUARY 31-FEBRUARY 11,  2023.

If  your child is  not currently on the waiting l ist  or  has a spot in the
school,  this is  the time to put their  name into the lottery.   

 
For full  details  on grades that lottery is  open to for  2023,  as well

as the full  lottery process,  go to
www.nixapublicschools.net/JTSDlottery
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Eagle Care teachers are always finding different ways to
incorporate the seasons into their lessons in creative
ways before and after school. Eagle Care is run by the
eXtended Learning Time (XLT) program, which provides
both before and after childcare for the students enrolled
in the Early Childhood program. 

Students at Eagle Care got into the fall spirit by
decorating their own pumpkins. They had the choice of
painting a pumpkin the traditional way or melting crayons
at the top of the pumpkin.

Renee Schimmer, the Eagle Care lead teacher, mentioned
how this is one of her favorite lessons she does all year.
The students get to choose what they want to do the
entire lesson, how they wanted to decorate their
pumpkins, and what colors to choose.

Students who chose the melting style used a blow dryer to
melt the crayons. The heat caused the crayons to melt and
run down the sides of the pumpkin, creating a colorful
pattern. The students chose the crayons and placed them
on top of the pumpkin, giving them the choice of what
colors would mix when they used the blow dryer.

Students who chose to paint their pumpkins sat with
fellow classmates as they painted. They mixed the paint
together to create new colors. Some of the students
covered the whole pumpkin in the paint, including the
stem, whereas others just did a side. The pumpkins were
all unique with their own special twist.

As students decorated their pumpkins, they buzzed with
excitement as they talked about what their Halloween
costumes were going to be and what their favorite color
was on their pumpkins. The interactive experience
encouraged the students to get in the fall spirit by
decorating pumpkins.

By: Michael Slamb

EAGLE EXPRESS | FALL 2022

2022-23 Advertising & Sponsorships

417-983-0314
TRICIACHAPMAN@NIXASCHOOLS.NET

IF YOUR BUSINESS IS INTERESTED IN PARTNERING
WITH NIXA SCHOOLS TO SUPPORT NIXA STUDENTS

YOU CAN CONTACT TRICIA CHAPMAN
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Larson Heating and Air helped the Early Learning
Center by buying and sponsoring this classroom activity
through the staff wish list program. 

Layla Harding, marketing director at Larson Heating and
Air, said why they donated the pumpkins, “A lot of our
employees have had kids that have come up through
Nixa Public Schools or different school systems in the
area, and we know firsthand that these teachers are
pulling from their own personal funds to give these kids
great activities and learning experiences and we want to
make sure some of that burden is relieved from them.”

Schimmer was proud of the student's pumpkins and said,
“They did great and can't wait for them to dry and for
everyone who comes into the classroom can see them!”

This classroom activity was possible due to the staff
wish list program that helps teachers and staff who are
currently paying for classroom needs out of their own
pocket. To help with these expenses that teachers would
normally pay, local businesses and community members
can help teachers with items on their wish lists. If you
would like to help with teacher wish lists in the district
you can reach out to triciachapman@nixaschools.net.

mailto:triciachapman@nixaschools.net
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NIXA ROYALTY
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Homecoming 2022 King & Queen
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King Corbin Speaks

What is your favorite memory from high
school so far?

If you could tell your freshmen year
self one thing, what would it be?

What does being Homecoming Queen mean to you?

What does being Homecoming King mean to you?

What are your plans after high school?

What is your favorite memory from high
school so far?

What are your plans after high school?

If you could tell your freshmen year self one
thing, what would it be?

Either Beating Carthage by 1 point or building crazy
fun things in Mr. Dunn's engineering classes.

Queen Elena Hoffpauir

Religious mission and after that I want to go to
college for mechanical and aerospace engineering.

It was really cool to see all kinds of people rally behind
and support the candidates in something wholesome
and fun.

I would say nothing; I wouldn't change anything
that's happened to me because everything that's
happened to me made me the way that I am.

Honestly, I have made so many amazing memories in
high school, it is really hard to pick which one is my
favorite. One memory that is on the top of the list
was probably junior year prom; my friends and I
rented a party bus and went out to dinner. It was
just so much fun, all of us hanging out and enjoying
that special night together like that. 

I plan to go on a mission for my church and then go
to college to become an occupational therapist for
kids. 

I would tell my freshman self not to worry about
what others think about me so much. Be yourself
and don't worry about what other people say about
you because those superficial things don't mean
anything in the long run. 

Being the Homecoming Queen my senior year was a very special experience. I never thought that I would try to
run for something like that but once I got nominated I said "why not." I am really glad that I accepted because it
was a very cool and unique experience.
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Our school year has started off with growth, state and national accolades, and looking
towards the future of Nixa Public Schools. As your board of education, we are excited to see
the success of our students and staff recognized both locally and nationally.
 
We also know that our community supports our students and staff. We have partnerships,
like the new turf and video board, that are paid for fully through sponsorships and donations
so we can use our funds to focus on classroom needs. It’s these partnerships that allow our
students to experience state of the art programming and give them a competitive advantage.
Thank you to all who help make these things happen.
 
The Board has also had the opportunity to start walk-throughs within each of our schools.
During these walkthroughs the board gets to see first-hand the amazing work of our
teachers, interact with students, and have time to meet with administration on various needs
and topics. It is the highlight of the board to experience each school and the culture they are
creating for the Nixa staff and students.
 
As a district, we are actively engaging our community in developing Nixa’s Portrait of a
Graduate. This portrait will be developed collectively with community members all coming
together to create a shared vision of how our students will have an educational experience
that prepares them to be lifelong leaders and contributors today and tomorrow. Over the
next few months, this team will be exploring what our community has and needs, what skills
and mindsets our students need, and what we need to implement to make sure our students
achieve what we want them to.
 
Our community along with Dr. Margie Vandeven, Missouri Education Commissioner
celebrated Nixa High School being named a 2022 National Blue Ribbon School. Out of over
130,000 schools in the nation, there were only 297 schools named given a Blue Ribbon, and
Nixa was one of two high schools in Missouri to receive this award, and one of just a few to
receive it twice.
 
Our board also hosted the State of the Community dinner in October where county, city,
state, fire district, Chamber of Commerce, and school district representatives shared
important information to the community. We are excited to see our community continue to
prosper. You can see a video and other info at www.nixasoc.net.
 
Our board is continuously monitoring and looking at growth in numbers and educational
growth of our students throughout the year. With this in mind, the board will be focusing on
long range plans as we prepare for our future and how we need to plan for current and
future growth, and we look forward to sharing that with you.

Board of Education Update

Linda Daughtery,
President
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All information about
school board

meetings, agendas,
policies, and board

members can be found
at

www.nixaschoolboard.
net or by scanning the

QR code below.

Board of Education
Meeting Information

Heather Zoromski,
Member
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Students at Inman learned the
rules of Gaga Ball during PE.

Hayley Beebe's FACS class from SCORE
volunteered at the senior center and

played bingo with its residents.

Sarah Mancusi's class at Mathews
learned how to read and use rulers by

measuring various Pokémon. 

Nixa's Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps (JROTC)
competed at the Clinton Raider Meet. 

Second-graders at JTSD
explored science tools.

Espy fourth-graders enjoyed their recess jumping rope.

HIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTS
AROUND THE DISTRICTAROUND THE DISTRICT
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Students in Emily Kellis' sixth-grade class
at Summit played classroom bingo.

Students in Nicole Reynold's 8th-grade science lab at the
junior high tested the effects of height on water drops.

Kindergarten students in Leslie
Dent's class at Century observed

the color yellow, which included a
taste test.

Amanda Lee's morning class at the
Early Learning Center worked on their
fine motor and coordination trying to

pull corn off of the cob.

Second-graders in Anna Jones's
class at High Pointe used worms to

introduce science.
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